[First line chemotherapy of advanced epithelial ovarian cancer].
The treatment of the advanced ovarian adenocarcinoma, most frequently stage at diagnostic, relies on association of surgery and chemotherapy. The current standard is the association carboplatine-paclitaxel. In spite of this treatment, relapses are frequent, and the prognosis thus remains very reserved. Presently the current areas of research aim at both improving the efficiency of treatments and decreasing their toxicity. So the various trials dealt with the use of the other cytotoxics having proved efficiency against relapses either in double-agent therapy or in association in the current standard, or in the administration of the chemotherapy by intra peritoneal way. They also investigated the possibility of pursuing the therapeutic sequence by a treatment of maintenance or consolidation. As for numerous cancerous pathologies, the targeted therapies, notably the antiangiogenic one, represent an important hope in the treatment of the ovarian cancer.